Neural generative models for open-domain chit-chat conversations have become an active area of research in recent years. A critical issue with most existing generative models is that the generated responses lack informativeness and diversity. A few researchers attempt to leverage the results of retrieval models to strengthen the generative models, but these models are limited by the quality of the retrieval results. In this work, we propose a memory-augmented generative model, which learns to abstract from the training corpus and saves the useful information to the memory to assist the response generation. Our model clusters query-response samples, extracts characteristics of each cluster, and learns to utilize these characteristics for response generation. Experimental results show that our model outperforms other competitive baselines.
Introduction
Automatic human-computer dialogue / conversation is a core topic in natural language processing. There is a boom in research on open-domain chit-chat dialogue systems due to the availability of vast conversational data online. Most existing models of dialogue systems can be divided into retrieval-based models and generative models.
Given a query, retrieval-based (Ji et al., 2014 ) models search for the most similar query stored in the training corpus and directly copy its corresponding response as the result. These models cannot create new replies customized for the given queries. Generative models (Shang et al., 2015) learn a query-response mapping to generate responses by maximizing P (r|q), where q is the input query and r is the response. The most popular generative model is the Sequence-to-Sequence * Work done while Zhiliang Tian was collaborating with Tencent AI Lab.
Query Response Memory
Where did you go for holiday? Fine weather today in Chicago! I like the weather today. There are many places for tour. Which city to travel next time?
I traveled to Tibet. Sure, sunny in Chicago. It is too hot for me. Yes, especially museums. Maybe New York.
(weather, today) (sunny, hot)
Learn to Abstract
Any places for traveling this weekend?
Travel to New York's museum for this weekend.
Training corpus
Input Output (Seq2Seq) model (Sutskever et al., 2014) , which generates new utterances tailored for queries and achieves high coherence between queries and generated utterances. However, existing generative models often generate uninformative and universal responses (Li et al., 2016a) . To address these issues, several researchers leverage retrieved results R to augment the information used in generative models. Such methods are called retrieval-augmented generative models and their objectives are to maximize P (r|q, R), where R is one or a few (at most 3 in practice) retrieved results. Particularly, some researchers (Li et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018) build the combination of retrieval and generative models, which retrieve one or a few responses r + , and then feeds both the query q and r + into the generative model to maximize P (r|q, R = r + ). It enriches generated responses by informatively retrieved responses but can only utilize a limited number of retrieved results due to their model architecture. edit the retrieved response r + with the Seq2Seq model based on the lexical differences between the input query q and its retrieved query q + , whose objective is to maximize P (r|q, R = r + , q + ). It edits retrieved responses r + to make them relevant to queries, but their edited results rely heavily on the sentence pattern of r + . Generally, the responses from such models are more informative and diverse than those from plain generative models, while maintain better relevance than the retrieved responses.
Although current retrieval-augmented generative models have achieved promising results, they still have following weaknesses: Firstly, they are limited by the quality of the retrieved results. Retrieval results are less coherent and relevant with query than generative models' (Song et al., 2018) . Irrelevant retrieved results would mislead the response generation. Secondly, these models can only utilize individual retrieved results, which makes the generation sensitive to those results, leading to a high variance in the performance. Moreover, the information from very few retrieved results may not be sufficient to enrich the response generation.
In this paper, we propose a memory-augmented generative model that memorizes and utilizes the common characteristics M of groups of queryresponse (q-r) pairs to enhance the response generation by maximizing P (r|q, M ). The advantage is that our model is less sensitive to the quality of individual q-r pairs and hence increases the robustness of response generation.
In particular, we divide the training corpus into multiple groups by clustering, extract common characteristics of each group, and learn to utilize the characteristics to assist generation. The idea is illustrated in Figure 1 (top), the training corpus is divided into two sets of closely related queries and their responses. We abstract query-response relationship hidden in those q-r pairs, save them to the memory (Figure 1 bottom) , and use those relationships for response generation.
Our contributions can be summaried as:
1. We are the first to extract information from clusters of query-response pairs using a learnable memory, and to use the information to enhance the performance of conversation systems.
2. We propose a novel framework where the Seq2Seq, autoencoder and clustering model are jointly trained to abstract the training corpus and generate responses. 3. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art generative models and retrieval-augmented generative models in single-round conversation scenarios.
Related Work
Generative models build dialogue systems via end-to-end training. Ritter et al. (2011) first regard response generation as query-to-response translation. Following that, Shang et al. (2015) implement an end-to-end dialogue system borrowing the Seq2Seq model, while Li et al. (2016b) replace the maximum likelihood criterion with maximum mutual information (MMI) to deal with the universal response issue of the seq2seq.
The retrieval-based models are another branch in building dialogue systems. Ji et al. (2014) propose to apply information retrieval techniques to search for related queries and replies. Zhou et al. (2016) and improve it by neural networks.
Recently, several researchers (Song et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Zhuang et al., 2017) propose to merge retrieval-based models and generative models. Cai et al. (2018) generate the response skeleton from the retrieved results and revise the skeletons to get the response. Guu et al. (2018) use the Seq2Seq model to edit a prototype from the retrieved results for text generation and leverage context lexical differences to edit prototypes for conversation.
There are some other directions to enhance generative models by adding additional information. Some of them introduce the knowledge base to conversation models, which provide task-specific knowledge (Madotto et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019) or lexical knowledge to text generation (Young et al., 2018; Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018) . Some other directions are to maintain sample-level temporary memory. Weston et al. (2014) , Shang et al. (2015) , , Tian et al. (2017) and Le et al. (2018) memorize the previous utterances in a multi-round session. Unlike them, our model brings in the corpus-level memory and does not rely on any external resource.
Models

Model Architecture
Our model consists of two components: a memory module and a generative model. The memory module divides the training corpus into multiple groups of query-response pairs, and it extracts and memorizes the essential query-response correspondence information hidden in each group of pairs. The generative model generates responses for input queries and, while doing so, takes information stored in the memory module into consideration. It also learns the representations of queries and responses that are used in the memory module.
Query-Response Memory Module
Our memory module consists of K memory slots, and each memory slot is a pair containing a key cell and its corresponding value cell. Given a query, we search for the most similar key and output its corresponding value. Both the keys and the values are real-value vectors. They are called key embeddings and value embeddings respectively, and denoted as k i and v i .
We group queries in the training corpus into K clusters. Each query is embedded as a vector. So, it makes sense to talk about the center k i of each query cluster i. The center k i is used as a key in our memory module. The corresponding value v i is a vector that captures the common characteristics of the responses to queries in cluster i. We will say more about k i and v i later.
Read Operation. In our model, the input of Read Operation is the current query's representation e q from the generative model. Given the e q , the Read Operation addresses the memory by the similarity between the current query e q and every memorized key embedding k i , in which we apply a dotproduct operation to measure the similarity.
We design two modes to fetch the value: Soft Read is a weighted summation over all K value embeddings in the whole memory according to the normalized similarity scores (Eq. 1). Hard Read is to fetch the value embedding whose key embedding is most similar to the current query e q (Eq. 2). Finally, it returns the value as the output of the read operation.
(1)
Write Operation. We collect the query representation e q 's and the response representation e r 's of all the training samples from the generative model, and then conduct K class K-Means clustering using e q 's. We let the center of the i-th cluster C i be key embedding k i , and let the average of the representations of the responses to queries in C i be value embedding v i (Eq. 3).
In this way, each key embedding k i gathers similar queries together and obtains their representative information by fetching their cluster center. Each value embedding v i retains the common characteristics of a group of responses e r whose queries are similar. Hence, the pair k i , v i can be regarded as an abstraction of the queryresponse correspondence relationship hidden in the i-th cluster of queries and their responses. We can control the granularity of the abstraction by varying the number of clusters K.
In an extreme setting, if we set the memory size K equal to the training corpus size and use the hard read operation, our model nearly degenerates into a retrieval-augmented generative model. In this case, the generation relies on only one retrieved sample, the generated response becomes sensitive to the quality of that single sample and is restrained by the pattern of the single sample.
Memory-Augmented Response Generative Model
Our overall model consists of two branches (Figure 2) . The top branch is a memory-augmented Seq2Seq (M-Seq2Seq) model that is used for response generation. The lower branch is a conditional autoencoder (CAE) that is used to learn response representations necessary for the memory writing. The input to the M-Seq2Seq branch is a query q. It is first passed through an encoder to get a The architecture of our model. Solid arrows show both the training and generation (testing) processes; dashed arrows show the training process. The left part shows how to read memory at t-th step and write to update the memory from t-th to (t+1)-th step, where t indicates the step of updating the memory. The callout illustrates that a query matches the blue memory slot and reads its value "Tibet", "New York", and "museum" to promote its response generation. "Pred Loss" and "Rec Loss" mean the prediction and reconstruction loss respectively. representation e q = Encoder(q). The memory is then read using e q as the key, and the output of the memory read is e rm . After that, e q and e rm are merged by an MLP (multi-layer perceptron), and then the merged results are fed into the decoder to decode the final responser , which is the generated response for the query q. The objective function for this branch is the first term of Eq. 8
During training, we feed q, r pairs to our model. The query q is fed to the M-Seq2Seq branch, while the corresponding response r is fed to the CAE branch. Similar to the previous case, r is first pushed through to get a representation e r = Encoder(r). Then both e q and e r are fed to an MLP and then a decoder. The output isr, a reconstructed version of r. The reconstruction loss is the second term of Eq. 8. We formalize the operations of M-Seq2Seq and CAE by Eq. 4 to Eq. 7.
Note that e q is feed to the CAE for two reasons. First, it makes the embedding e r of r dependent on the embedding e q of q. Second, it makes the two branches work in a similar fashion so that the representaions learnt by CAE is adaptive to MSeq2Seq. The CAE branch tries to reconstructr from e r and e q , while the M-Seq2Seq tries to generate an appropriate responser from e q and e rm . e rm can be viewed as a rough estimation of e r and hence is helpful in improving the quality of the generated response.
The overall objective function contains two parts as shown in Eq. 8 : the prediction loss (first term) is derived from the general objective of the retrieval-or memory-augmented generative models max P (r|q, M ), where we set M = e rm for our model. The reconstruction loss (second term) is for learning the representations by reconstructing r, whose target is to improve the memory module so as to improve the e rm for enhancing the generative model. In addition, λ is a factor to balance the losses.
Joint Training and Generation
To enable the memory module and the generative model to work together, we combine and jointly train them. We separate the memory writing and the generative model training into two phases, and then train the two phases alternatively. The two training phases switch once per epoch, which means we conduct the memory writing once the generative model finishes training current epoch.
In the generative model training phase, we train and update the model while keeping the memory module read-only. The generative model reads from the memory, trains to update itself, and collects representations e q 's and e r 's in preparation for memory writing. In the memory writing phase, parameters of the generative model are fixed. We conduct the clustering over all representations e q 's and e r 's collected from generative model training, and then write the results into the memory.
For response generation (testing) phase, we only rely on the M-Seq2Seq branch and the memory module in the read-only mode, since we cannot observe the r during generation. As indicated by the solid lines in Figure 2 , it encodes q to acquire e q , reads out estimated response e rm by the Read Operation, and goes through the MLP and decoder to generater.
Experimental Settings
Dataset
In our experiments, we validate the performance of our model on the context-independent (singleround) conversation task setting in which each sample is a query-response (q-r) pair. We utilize the benchmark dataset (Shang et al., 2015) , which collects about 4 millions q-r pairs from a popular Chinese social network website, Weibo. 1 For both testing set and validation set, we randomly select 900 queries, and then select randomly 5 responses under each query, thus both our testing set and validation set consist of 4.5k samples. Sentences are tokenized into word sequences with the Jieba word segmentation tool. 2 The vocabulary consists of the top 50k tokens (a mixture of Chinese words and characters), covering 99.98% words in this corpus, and all the out-of-vocabulary words are replaced with UNK .
Implementation Details
We implement the query and response encoder with a one-layer bi-directional GRU, and the decoder with a one-layer GRU and attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) . We apply the idea of variantial autoencoder (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Zhao et al., 2017) into our model: before the MLP, we use the neural network to estimate the distribution of response vector, sample the vector by reparameterization, then feed it into MLP. 1 www.weibo.com 2 github.com/fxsjy/jieba Parameters of the query encoder and response encoder are not shared; the two MLP components in M-Seq2Seq branch and CAE branch also do not share parameters. The dimension of all hidden vectors and embeddings are 620 and the batch size is 64. We employ the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with the initial learning rate 0.0001 and gradient clipping 5. For generation, we apply a beam search with the size of 10. The memory size K is 1000, and the loss factor λ is 0.1. We implement our model on PyTorch. The implementation details can be found in our codes 3 .
Baselines
We compare two versions of our proposed memory-augmented generative model (MemGM), i.e. MemGM with SoftRead (MemGM-S) and MemGM with HardRead (MemGM-H), with the following methods:
1. Seq2Seq. The standard Seq2Seq with the attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2015) in the decoder and the beam search during generation. et al., 2016b) . We implement the MMI-bidi model that re-ranks the candidate responses by the maximum mutual information (MMI) criterion in the beam search to promote response diversity.
MMI (Li
3. CVAE. The conditional variational autoencoders applied in conversation systems . We follow the their implementation and adapt it in our single-round conversation setting. . The stateof-the-art retrieval-augmented generative model, which uses the information of the top-1 retrieved response to guide the response generation.
EditRetrieve
Evaluation Metric
Following previous work on response generation (Li et al., 2016b; Yao et al., 2017) , we evaluate all competing methods by both automatic metrics and human evaluations. The automatic metrics are:: 2. Sim-A, Sim-M. They measure the relevance between the query and its response by their word embedding cosine similarity. Sim-A is the similarity between two sentence-level embeddings composed by averaging all word embeddings, while Sim-M is maximal word-word similarity among all the words of two sentences as .
3. Dist 1-2. Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 (Li et al., 2016b) are the metrics to evaluate the diversity of generated responses, which count the percentage of unique unigrams and bigrams among all test responses.
4. Entropy. It measures the informativeness of generated responses proposed by (Mou et al., 2016) , which is computed by averaging over all the character-level entropy within responses.
For human evaluations, we hire five annotators from a commercial annotation company to annotate 250 randomly selected test samples. Responses generated by different models are shuffled for each annotator. The annotators evaluate these samples on two aspects: the overall quality (Quality) and the informativeness (Info). We conduct a 5-scale rating on Quality: 1 point for a response irrelevant to the query, 3 points for a valid but meaningless response, 5 points for a coherent and appropriate response without typos. Points of 2 and 4 are for decision dilemmas. We also conduct a 3-scale rating on Info: 1 point for the universal response or the response containing no more than three unique words, 2 points for a normal response of a single clause or a single topic, and 3 points for an informative response including at least two clauses of different topics, which transfer the current conversation to another scenario (For example, the query is "How's the weather?"; and response "It's fine today, let's play basketball" transfers the weather topic to sports, which should be marked as 3 points).
Experimental Results and Analysis
Overall Performance
We report both the automatic metrics and human evaluation results of MemGM compared with other methods in Table 1 . MMI scores higher than Seq2Seq on Dist-1&2 owing to its re-ranking mechanism to promote the response diversity. CVAE has a similar performance to the Seq2Seq model. EditRetrieve outperforms Seq2Seq, MMI and CVAE on most metrics. But EditRetrieve underperforms on Bleu scores since retrieval models do not learn a query-to-response mapping and their ability of matching with the ground-truth is naturally lower.
MemGM gets the highest scores under most metrics, indicating that our model outperforms current methods on quality, relevance, diversity and informativeness. The improvement of MemGM-H's Bleu-3&4 (+28.2% and +48.6% in comparison with Seq2Seq) indicates the memory module can extract and memorize trigram and 4-gram response patterns to enhance the generated responses.
For the two versions of our models, HardRead outperforms SoftRead on most metrics. This phenomenon indicates that fetching a single top memorized piece of information would be more helpful than fetching a mixture of multiple memory slots with multiple topics for generative models. Thus, in MemGM, HardRead is the proper mode for reading memory.
Impact of Memory Size
To investigate how the memory capacity influences the performance of MemGM, we carry out experiments on MemGM-H with a various memory size K and show the results in Table 2 (omitting Bleu-3&4 and Sim-M due to limited space).
In Table 2 , the extreme setting K = |D| works similarly to retrieval-augmented generative models since it saves all q-r pairs separately and utilize them individually. The difference between them is that K = |D| reads the memory based on the simple similarity between two vectors e q and k i instead of searching the corpus via mature information retrieval technique, which is usually an ensemble of several text matching methods including similarity of query embeddings. That makes the query matching of K = |D| less accurate and unstable, thus its relevance and quality are weaker than EditRetrieval (Table 1) but does better on diversity. We treat K = |D| and other results in Table 2 as the comparison between individual and grouped q-r pairs on memory-augmented framework. MemGM with a large memory size (K ≥10k) performs poorly on the response quality (Bleu-1&2) and the relevance (Sim-A) compared with the MemGMs with small memory. Too large of the memory size leads to too small of the sample size under each memory slot, which increases the instability and lower the quality of each memory slot. Especially, the performance of K = |D| illustrates the individual retrieval results are not reliable and usually lead to irrelevant results as the observation we will discuss in Sec 5.4.
However, large memory MemGMs (K ≥1k) performs well on diversity (Dist-1&2) and informativeness (Entropy), since the training corpus is partitioned into more memory slots and each slots contains more specific topics. And small memory MemGMs (K ≤10) result in low response diversity and informativeness. In conclusion, K=1k is the appropriate memory size to balance all aspects.
Contents of Memory
Our model is expected to cluster similar queries together to leverage the information of their responses. In addition, each memory slot should own a group of closely related queries. To verify the quality of the memory slots, we pick up the queries from the same memory slot and check the similarity between these queries. We find that the status of memory slots are different under the different size of memory slot |m|, where |m| means how many queries are memorized in this memory slot. We divide the memory slots into three types by their size |m| and show their statistics information in Table 3 .
Topic-related Memory Slot (with size 350 < |m| < 1000 roughly) has a clear topic and the topics of its queries are highly related. For example, the queries under the memory slot shown in Case1 (Table 4 ) are related to the music topic. There are 205 such slots covering 54.4% queries, which can supply helpful information within the same topic for response generation.
Entity-overlap Memory Slot (|m| ≤ 350 roughly) has more specific topics and its queries usually share common entities. As shown in Case2 in Table 4 , the cluster of queries talk about various football news related to "Milan". 781 out of 1000 slots are of this type and they cover 37.2% queries. In response generation, when the query has the same or similar entities with the memory slot, it can read the information from that memory slot, which summarizes a group of utterances closely related to that entity.
General Memory Slot (|m| ≥ 1000) means the memory slot owning too many queries to have a clear topic, whose clustered queries have various topics and are not similar to each other. Fortunately, there are only 14 such slots influencing 8.4% queries.
In summary, most of the memory slots are of good quality and store useful information as we expect, which cover 91.6% of the queries. The reasons that MemGM outperforms/underperforms EditRetrieve on human annotated cases.
Case Study
We collect the good/bad cases from human annotation results by this criterion: If more than four annotators marked the MemGM-H's Quality score higher/lower than EditRetrieve's by 2 points, this sample is the good/bad case. From all annotated samples, we obtain 22 good cases and 15 bad cases, and summarize the reasons in Figure 3 .
There are 3 reasons for the good cases where MemGM outperforms EditRetrieve, shown in the left side of Figure 3 . Firstly, we observe a phenomenon from EditRetrieve's results that the EditRetrieve's response has the word overlap with its query but is not related to the query at semantic level. The reason is that retrieval systems are highly reliant on the word matching, so they may retrieve fake results with high lexical similarity but indeed low relevance. Therefore, that phenomenon is due to "misled by word overlap" and it leads to EditRetrieve's irrelevant results on 4 cases where MemGM performs well. It indicates the retrieval quality limits the performance of retrievalaugmented models. Secondly, EditRetrieve's results mismatch the topics of given queries in 10 cases, where MemGM can generate relevant responses. Thirdly, MemGM outperforms EditRetrieve in 8 cases due to containing more meaningful words in MemGM's responses, where meaningful words means the notional words carrying the specific topic information.
To summarize the good cases, the major advantage of MemGM is the high relevance with queries compared with EditRetrieve. The performance on Sim-A and Sim-M (Table 1) verifies that MemGM exceeds EditRetrieve on relevance. Note that the retrieval-augmented models are sensitive to the quality of retrieved results; if retrieved query-response pairs are irrelevant to the query, utilizing such information would lead to topic drift and the generation of irrelevant responses.
There are 3 reasons for MemGM underperforming EditRetrieve (Figure 3 right) . Firstly, MemGM also suffers from irrelevant responses due to mismatching the topic of queries. However, in terms of the relevance, the number of the MemGM's bad cases (6 cases) is much fewer than its good cases' (14 cases). Secondly, 3 cases of EditRetrieve are of higher quality owing to the suitable use of advanced and low-frequency words. Thirdly, 6 responses from EditRetrieve are longer and carry more information.
Two examples in Table 5 show the model performance. In the first case, EditRetrieve is misled by "ribs"; it treats "ribs of human" as "pork ribs" and responds an utterance related to "food" topic. MemGMs understand the topic and generate informative responses. In the second case, Seq2Seq, CVAE and MMI only respond by simply repeating the query. EditRetrieve can bring in a new word "rest" related to the query. MemGMs capture the "cold" from the given query and respond utterances related to both "cold" and "health".
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel memoryaugmented generative model for response generation. It leverages groups of query-response pairs to augment generative models instead of the individ- 
